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ABSTRACT 

We report preliminary result2 from Fermilab experiment E497 on 
the production polarizations of z and C- hyperons. Hyperons were 
produced inclusively at non zero production angles by 400 GeV/c pro- 
tons incident on a Cu target. The polarization wa3 analyzed by the 
weak decay asymmetry in the hadronic deca modes r +pn and 
2- + nn-. Based upon samples of 38,000 x f and 317,000 x- decays we 
observe polarizations as a function of P -which average 22% at~an X 
of 0.53 for z and 40% at X of 0.68 and 678 for z- The direction 
of polarization for both z+ and ~-~is in the di~rection of 
where the X's are the momentum vectors of the incident prot n and -%"$ 
produced hyperonrespectively. This is opposite to the direction of 
polarization of inclusively produced lambdas. 

INTRODUCTION 

Experiment E-497 at Fermilab was a survey experiment of charged 
hyperon beam physics. The goals~were to measure charged hyperon 
fluxes, production polarizations, and magnetic moments. We report 
here pyeliminary results for C+ and z- production polarizations. 
Fluxes and magnetic moments2 were reported in other talks at this 
conference. We also have data on r and n- production polarizations 
which are not ready for presentation at this time. 

APPARATUS 

The basic scheme of the experiment is to produce hyperons with 
400 GeV/c protons incident on a Cu target, and define a hyperon beam 
with a narrow curved channel in a large dump magnet (7m x 35kG). By 
varying the direction and angle at which protons strike the target we 
can vary the hyperon production angle. Since the direction of any 
hyperon polarization must be normal to the scattering plane, we can 
thus vary the direction of hyperon polarization. We select the hy- 
peron momentum by simply adjusting the magnetic field. The hyperon 
beam has a momentum spread of ?r 7% and a momentum range of 100-350 
GeV/c. Hyperons leaving the magnet are tagged by a set of high resol- 
ution proportional chambers which give hyperon momenta to 0.7%(o) and 
angles to 30 pr.(c). The hyperons are then allowed to decay in a 
20m long decay region. Following the decay region is a drift cham- 
ber spectrometer to measure the charged decay products. The an- 
gular resolution of the spectrometer is 100 pr(d) and the momentumte- 
solution - l%(d). Finally there are a set of counters for neutrons, 
gammas, and charged particles used only for the trigger. 
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Figure 1 - Plan view of the apparatus 

decay modes z+ + p2 
This apparatusohain; gyzt;t-cal acceptance 'of> 95% for the - - . The mass resolution for these 

modes are 24 MeV/c and 7 MeV/c2 respectively. The larger I: 
resolution is due to the smaller lab angles of the proton in Z 

pass 

decay. 

The trigger consisted of a beam track plus a neutral particle. 
For II- this was the neutron seen in the neutron calorimeter. For 

X+ a gamma from the decay of the TI' was detected in either of the 
two lead glass arrays. 

ANPLYSIS 

In negative beam 60% of the triggers reconstruct as good 
hyperon decays. The balance are essentially all hyperon decays I++ 
stream of the fiducial volume. At the kinematic points wheremdst 
of the data were taken the hyperon beam was- 25% z;. In positive 
beam 5 - 10% of tQe triggers reconstruct as good c + P*' candidates. 
The beam is -1% z due to the large number of diffractive protons. 

The only significant cuts applied to the data are the require- 
ment that the hyperon extrapolate back to the production target in 
the vertical (non-bend) plane(28% loss) and that the reconstructed 
mass be within 10 standard obviations of the E mass (5% loss). For 
as&set' of the z- data where the targeting angl~e was in the hori- 
zontal plane a fiducial volume cut; 7m <Z <25m was also made 
(- 26% loss). vertex' 

For path onod hyperon candidate we calculate center of mass 
'or the charged final state particle directly 

-. ---” CT--- 

direction cosines f 
from lab quantities as follows: 

co-5 a P"t cc 
t 

=c=P {et- l+ 

cus e; = 2( P"z - PZO)/(PFX - p;in ) 
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where PC, PC, PC is the lab ggmentum vector of the cha,rged second- 
ary withxmagXituae PC, q is Pm for the decay mode. The constants 
in (2), like q, depend only ubon particle masses. Our coordinate 
system is such that Z is the hyperon beam direction, Y is up, and X 
is horizontal so as to form a right handed system. 

The observed angular distributions in these variables are given 
by: 

= No A$OS ei)'ll + aPi cos eil i=x,y,z (3) 

where P. are the components of the hyppron polarization, CL, the 
alpha parameter of the decay mode (a~ o= -.979, a,, ,-= -.068), and 
the A.(cos 0.) are functions which d&ribe the a&eptance and ef- 
ficiehcy of the apparatus including all cuts. The negative sign is 
taken for z- decay since the alpha parameters are defined for the 
final state baryon and we measure the a'. 

TARGETING 

We have taken data for both horizontal and vertical targeting 
angles. For horizontal targeting the incident protons are bent by 
upstream magnets in the horizontal plane through the range o =&3.5 mr. 
The normal to the scattering plane is in the vertical (Y) disection 
parallel to the magnetic field of the dump magnet. Thus for horizon- 
tal targeting the magnetic moment, and therefore any polarization, of 
the hyperon does not precess in passing through the field of the 
dump magnet. In this way we can measure the production polarization 
independent of knowledge of the magnetic moment. Note that.for hori- 
zontal targeting we expect only Py to be non zero in (3), giving only 
an up-down asymmetry. 

For vertical targeting the protons are bent in the vertical 
plane by up to e =t7 mr, producing an initial polarization in the X 
direction which Yhen precesses about the vertical field. Therefore 
in the decay region we expect only P and P to be non zero. From2 
the ratio of these components we canxcalculste the magnetic moment . 

We adopt the standard sign convention defining a positive polar- 
ization in the direction lip X Ey where the K'S are the momentum vec- 
tors of the incident proton and produced hyperon respectively. 

BIASES 

In order to cancel asymmetries induced by biases in our appara- 
tus we use two independent techniques for the horizontal and vertical 
targeting data. Foree.horizontal targeting data we made a fiducial 
volume cut so that the A.(cos 8.) of (3) are essentially flat from 
Monte Carlo studies. We'then fjt each cos a. distribution to the 
form I. + S.cos(e.) in the region lcos(e.)\'< .88. The polarization 
compon&nt ig extractedas aPi=Si/Ii. We check for biases by 
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calculating: 

Bi = (Pti + P-i)/2 

Pi = (Pi. - P-$2 
1 

where the signs refer to runs with _equal and opposite horizontal tar- 
geting angles. B. is the bias and P. the average polarization for 
these runs. Results are shown in Table I below. 

TABLE I Z- Horizontal targeting data 

P(GeV/c) eph) events Px 
Bx lJ Y 

B 
Y 

error 

-271 +1.2 60K .02 .29 -06 .~.12 
-271 k3.5 54K -.32 .50 .02 .13 

For vertical targeting data we use the~up-down synnnetry of the 
apparatus to cancel any bias and simultaneously measure A.(cos e.). 
By dividing the cos 8. distributions for two runs 'of equal and o$po- 
site vertical targeti$g angles we can cancel Ai(cos ei). 

-I- dN+ 

Ri(cos ei) = 
1 +dicos ei 

= 
N6+ d(cos ei) 

(6) 
1 -caPicos ei 1 dN- 

No- d(cos ei) 

Ri - 1 

Ri + 1 (7) 

by averaging (7) over all cos 8. bins we obtain P.. Plots of Ri ver- 
sus cos ei are shown in figures'3 and 4 of refereke 2. 

DATA 

Our results are shown in Tables II and III and figures 2 and 3 
where the magnitude of the polarization is plogted.versus Pt. We 
also show the measurements of experiment E-620 . 
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P(GeV/c) 

210 
210 
210 
210 

P(GeV/c) 

-271 
-271 
-271 
-310 
-271 

TABLE II r'+ Polarizations 

a ' p imr) events X Pt(GeV/c) PO1 

+2.5 V -53 0.53 .227 k -034 
*3.25 V 

:I: 
.53 0.68 .297 i .034 

+5.0 v 18K : 1.05 .194 + .019 
27.0 v 14K 

2: 
1.47 .147 f -021 

TABLE III - Z- Polarizations 

ep(n;r) events X Pt(GeV/c) PO1 

+1.2 H .60K .68 0.32 .29 t,.ll 
23.5 H 54K .68 0.95 .50 t .13 
+5.0 v 80K .68 1.27 .40 ?: .13 
t5.0 v 90K -78 1.46 .54 i .12 
+7.0 v 33K .68 1.88 .21 t .14- 

These data include our total sample of c+ decays and 15% of our z- 
data sample. All polarization components expected to-be zero are in 
fact consistent with zero with the exception of the z &:3.5mr hori- 
zontal data where the bias is all due to one run. Note that the hor- 
izontal and vertical data give consistent results. These are inde- 
pende_nt analyses and are sensitive to biases in quite different ways. 
The 2 results are by far the most sensitive to systematic effects 
since the a parameter is so small. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have measured production polarizations for 2+ and Z- in the 
large X region. The z results are in agreement with previous mea- 
surements giving 22%,polarization at P =l GtV/c in a-direction oppo- 
site to that of inclusively produced l&bdas . The Z results are 
much larger than previous measurements which tend to indicate an X 
dependence of production polarization. In terms of future expzri- 
ments we have a source of 50% polarized z- at the rate of - 10 /set! 
Work is continuing on the analysis of the balance of the C- data and 
the other hyperons. Specifically we will be able to better under- 
stand our systematic biases in the Z- result and reduce the statis- 
tical error by more than a factor of 2 within the next few months. 
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Figure 2. S- production polarization plotted versus P . H and V 
indicate horizontal and vertical' targeting data respec ively. The 8. 
E-620 datum is from Reference 5. 
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Figure 3. S+ production polarization plotted versus P . All data 
from this experiment are at X=0.53. The E-620 data ar& at X=Pt/Z.O 
GeV/c (Reference 3). 


